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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (F.T.C.),     
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR. 

 P R E S E N T 
Sri P.C. Kalita, AJS, 
Additional Sessions Judge (F.T.C.), 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 

Sessions Case No.25(NL)2015. 
 

             (Arising out of   G.R. Case No.1133/2013 u/s- 341/302 of I.P.C.)

          State of Assam 
      -Versus- 
Sri Mridul Gogoi, …... Accused. 

 (Committed by Ld. S.D.J.M.(S), Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.)
 

A P P E A R A N C E 
For the State  :  Mr. M.P. Hazarika, Ld. Addl. P.P. 
For the Accused   :  Mr. B. Rajkhowa, Ld. Advocate.    

Date of evidence : 03.08.2015, 08.10.2015, 09.10.2015, 
  27.05.2016.  

Argument heard on : 16.03.2018, 07.06.2018, 13.09.2018,
    08.10.2018, 02.03.2019, 28.03.2019,

  17.05.2019, 02.09.2019 & 13.09.2019

Judgment delivered on : 23.09.2019.
 

                                J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

1. The prosecution case, as reflected in the ejahar, in brief, is

that on 20.07.2013  informant Smti Binu Baruah lodged an ejahar (Ext.1)

at the  Simaluguri O.P. under Bihpuria P.S. alleging that on that day, at

about 12:00 noon, while her son Bipul Baruah ( aged 30 years) went to a
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nearby shop to fetch some goods, the accused person Sri Mridul Gogoi

restraining her son in front of his ( accused) house, assaulted him with an

iron rod, causing grievous injuries on his abdomen and private parts. The

neighbouring  people  gathered  at  the  place  of  occurrence  and

immediately, the injured was taken to Dhalpur hospital by calling an 108

Ambulance.

2. On receipt of the ejahar, a case was registered vide Bihpuria

P.S. Case No.167/2013 dtd. 21.07.2013 u/s- 341/326 of IPC and then the

police conducted the investigation of the case and after completion of the

investigation  submitted  charge-sheet  u/s-  341/302  of  IPC  against  the

accused person Mridul Gogoi.

3. On  appearance  of  the  accused  person  before  the  learned

Committal Court, the learned Magistrate after giving copy of the case to

him and notifying the learned Public Prosecutor committed the case to

the Court of Sessions. 

4. The case is received by this Court on transfer for disposal.

On appearance of the accused person before this Court and after hearing

both sides my ld. predecessor framed charges under section- 341/302 of

IPC against him, the same are read over and explained to him to which

he pleaded not guilty. 

5. During the trial prosecution has examined as many as 6 (six)

witnesses. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the accused person

is examined u/s- 313 of the Cr.P.C. The pleas of the accused person are of

total denial, and he has declined to adduce any defence evidence. 

6. POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

(i)  Whether  the  accused  person  on  20.07.2013  at  about
12:00 a.m. at  village No.2 Era Pather,  Panigaon under Bihpuria P.S.
wrongfully restrained Bipul Baruah on his way to fetch goods from a
shop  situated  nearby  the  house  of  accused  person,  and  thereby
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committed offence punishable under Section 341 of IPC, as alleged ? 
(ii) Whether the accused person on the same date, time and

place committed murder intentionally ( or knowingly) causing the death
of   Bipul  Baruah  by  inflicting   blows  with  pointed  iron  rod  on  his
abdomen and private parts, and thereby committed offence punishable
under Section 302 of IPC, as alleged ? 

        DISCUSSIONS, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF:

I  have  carefully  perused  the  evidence  and  the  materials

available  in  the  case  record.  Heard  arguments  advanced  by  the  Ld.

Advocates of both sides. Now, let us examine the evidence on record to

decide the case at hand. 

7. PW.1, Smti Binu Baruah (informant) stated that Ext.1 is the

ejahar lodged by her and Ext.1(1) is her signature thereon. She knows the

accused  person,  who killed  her  only  son  Bipul.  The  occurrence  took

place about 2 years back. On the day of occurrence (Saturday), at about

1:00 p.m. while her deceased son Bipul Baruah went to the shop to bring

some goods and at that time, she also had gone to fetch water from a

nearby well,  then the  accused person by taking an  iron rod from his

house, had given blows upon the abdomen of her said son with the said

iron  rod  and  on  seeing  the  said  incident,  she  ran  towards  her  son.

Thereafter, by calling an 108 Ambulance, her injured son was taken to

Dholpur Civil Hospital, from where, he was referred to North Lakhimpur

Civil Hospital for better treatment, again, he was referred from the said

hospital  to  Tezpur  Mission  Hospital.  During  undergoing  medical

treatment in the said hospital her son died on Tuesday. She lodged an

ejahar on the very day of occurrence.

8. PW.2,  Sri  Mihi  Kanta  Baruah,  stated  that  he  knows  the

accused person as well the deceased, who died about 2 years back. The

occurrence took place about 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. On the day of occurrence,
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at noon, he had gone out in search of a Tractor and he saw quarrel taking

place between the accused person and the deceased Bipul on the road.

While he was trying to obstruct the said quarrel, suddenly, the accused

person attempted to assault  the deceased with an iron rod,  but  failed.

Thereafter, the accused person inflicted blows with the said iron rod upon

the abdomen of the deceased Bipul Baruah and then, the accused had fled

away from the place of occurrence. The injured was taken to Dhalpur

Civil  Hospital  by an 108 Ambulance for  treatment  and thereafter,  the

injured was taken to Tezpur Mission Hospital for better treatment and

during the treatment the injured had died. During investigation, the police

seized the iron rod, vide Ext.2- seizure list and Ext.2(1) is his signature

thereon. 

9. PW.3, Smti Marami Baruah (younger sister of the deceased),

stated that she knows the accused person, who is her co-villager. The

occurrence took place about 2 years back and on that day, at about 1:00

p.m. while her  deceased brother Bipul Baruah went to the shop, then

quarrel took place between him (Bipul) and the accused person on the

road. Thereafter, the accused person bringing an iron rod from his house,

at first  gave blow on the hands of her deceased brother and then, her

deceased brother gave one blow upon the accused person with a piece of

bamboo fencing. Thereafter, the accused person inflicted blow with the

said iron rod upon the abdomen of her brother. Immediately, her brother

fell down at the place of occurrence and then the accused person fled

away from there. At the time of occurrence, she also had gone to the shop

with her deceased brother. Some nearby people gathered at the place of

occurrence. Her injured brother was taken to Dhalpur Hospital in an 108

Ambulance for treatment.  Thereafter,  the injured was shifted to North

Lakhimpur Civil  Hospital and the Doctor of N.L.C.H. referred him to

Guwahati,  and  on  the  way  to  Guwahati  being  his  (injured)  critical
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condition,  was  admitted  to  Tezpur  Mission  Hospital,  where  he  died,

during treatment. The police seized the alleged iron rod, vide Ext.2- the

seizure list and Ext.2(2) is her signature thereon.

10. PW.4,  Sri  Pranab  Baruah  (a  co-villager),  stated  that  he

knows  the  accused  person  and  the  deceased  Bipul  Baruah.  The

occurrence took place about 2 years back and on the day of occurrence,

he was in the house of deceased Bipul. During the time of his staying in

the house of deceased, the deceased had gone to the shop. On hearing

hue and cry, he went out of the house and saw the accused person was

running towards his (accused) house and he also saw one iron rod being

penetrated at the abdomen of deceased Bipul. Many people gathered at

the place of occurrence and the injured was taken for treatment by an 108

Ambulance  and  subsequently,  the  deceased  died  in  Tezpur  Mission

Hospital while he was undergoing medical treatment there. 

11. PW5, Dr. Arup Rajbanshi (M/O), stated that on 24.07.2013,

he  was  working  at  Kanaklata  Civil  Hospital,  Tezpur  as  Medical  and

Health  officer  on  postmortem  duty  and  on  that  day,  he  performed

postmortem examination over the dead body of one Bipul Baruah (male),

aged 31 years, brought and identified by constable /275- Shiva Chetry

and on examination he found the following:-

 A male dead body. Rigor mortis present.  

Mid line surgical incision repaired and suture material and

B/C flanks wound seen. Surgical Anastomosis is seen and suture material

and multiple injury in mesentery. No any bleeding seen.

In his opinion, the cause of death of the person is probably

due to pulmonary oedema.

Ext.3 is his Postmortem examination report and Ext.3(1) is

his signature thereon.

12. PW.6, Sri Kangkan Mahanta, S/I of Police (I/O), stated that
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on 20.07.2013, he was working as I/C of Simoluguri O.P. under Bihpuria

P.S.  On that day,  after receiving the ejahar lodged by one Smti Bina

Baruah, he made G.D. Entry vide No.306, dtd. 20.07.2013 and forwarded

the same to the Bihpuria P.S. for registering a case under proper section

of  law.  Thereafter,  he  himself  took  up  the  investigation  of  this  case.

During investigation, he recorded the statement of the complainant at the

Police  Station u/s-  161 of  Cr.P.C.  and thereafter,  he proceeded to the

place  of  occurrence.  He  prepared  the  sketch  map  of  the  place  of

occurrence vide Ext.4 and Ext.4(1) is his signature thereon. Thereafter,

he recorded the statement of the witnesses in connection with this case

u/s- 161 of Cr.P.C. and also seized one Iron rod in presence of witnesses

used by the accused person for commission of the crime. Ext.2 is the

seizure list and Ext.2(3) is his signature thereon. The injured had already

sent  to  the  North  Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital  by  a  108  Ambulance.

Thereafter, he arrested the accused person on 23.7.2013 and forwarded

him to the Jail custody through the Hon'ble Court on 24.7.2013.  Initially,

the case was registered u/s- 341/326 of IPC and on 23.7.2013, he got

information  that  the  patient  had  died  in  R.K.  Mission  Hospital  and

therefore, he prayed before the Hon'ble Court to add Section-302 of IPC

in this case.  The patient died at Tezpur and an U.D. Case was registered

at Kachari Gaon O.P. under the Tezpur P.S. and the postmortem was also

done there. After collecting the SCD and Postmortem report he submitted

the charge sheet against the accused u/s- 341/302 of IPC.  Ext.5 is the

said charge sheet and Ext.5(1) is his signature thereon.

13. Legal position:

Whether ‘ culpable homicide’?

Section  299  of  the  IPC defines  the  expression  ‘culpable

homicide’. Homicide means killing of a human being by a human being.

‘Culpable homicide’ means of causing of death (i) by an act with the
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intention of causing death; (ii) an act with the intention of causing such

bodily  injury  as  is  likely  to  cause  death;  or  (iii)  an  act  with  the

knowledge  that  it  is  likely  to  cause  death.  In  short,  there  are  there

species of ‘mens rea’ in culpable homicide, that are (a) an intention to

cause  death,  (b)  an  intention  to  cause  a  dangerous  injury  and  (c)

knowledge that death is likely to happen.

14. In the instant case, there is no dispute from the defence side

that deceased Bipul Baruah sustained stab- injury in the stomach, who,

subsequently,  had  died  at  Tezpur  Mission  Hospital,  during  medical

treatment. On the other hand, it is the consistent case of the prosecution

that Bipul Baruah sustained injury in his abdomen, who, later on, had

died, during his medical treatment.

15.              PW5 (M/O), who conducted post-mortem examination over

the dead body of Bipul Baruah, found-

     (i) A male dead body. Rigor mortis present. 

         (ii) Mid line surgical incision repaired and suture material

and B/C flanks wound seen.  Surgical  Anastomosis  is  seen and suture

material and multiple injury in mesentery. No any bleeding seen.

According  to  M.O.,  the  cause  of  death  of  the  person  is

probably  due  to  pulmonary  oedema.  He  has  proved  the  postmortem

examination report as Ext.3. 

16. Besides,  P.W.1,  P.W.2 and P.W.3 have categorically  stated

that  accused  person  penetrated  an  iron  rod  in  the  stomach  of  the

deceased,  and the injured was immediately taken to  the hospital.  The

defence, during cross, has failed to destroy or shaken the findings and

opinion of the Doctor (P.W.5). The testimonies of the remaining P.W.s.,

as  a  whole,  has  also  consistently  corroborated  the  findings  of  M/O

(P.W.5). As a whole, this Court finds no difficulty to hold that the death

of Bipul Baruah was certainly an act of culpable homicide, defined in
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Section 299 of I.P.C.

17. WHETHER ‘MURDER’?

          The  offence  of  ‘culpable  homicide’,  as  stated  above,  is

defined in Section 299, whereas ‘murder’ has been defined in Section

300 of the IPC. The basic difference between the ‘culpable homicide’

and ‘murder’ lies in the degree of gravity of offence. In order to bring

home the offence within the parameter of Section 300 of the IPC, the

prosecution has to establish that the assailant had the definite intention

to cause death of the deceased or the offender had the knowledge that

the wounds he is inflicting would be sufficient to cause death or that

those  will  be  dangerous  to  human  life.  Therefore,  the  essential

ingredients  of  the  offence  have  to  be  deduced and inferred  from the

series of facts peculiar to a particular case as emerged from the evidence.

Section 300 of  the IPC is,  of  course,  qualified with five

numbers of Exceptions. If any of the said five Exceptions is attracted, the

offence  would  be  termed  as  ‘culpable  homicide  not  amounting  to

‘murder’.  In  the  present  case,  no  doubt,  the  accused  person  has  not

pleaded  that  he  had  committed  the  offence  under  any  provocation

initiated by the deceased or in the midst of a quarrel with him, but it is

the duty of the Court to ascertain the circumstances in which the offence

was committed. 

At this stage, this Court finds it necessary to have a look to

the evidence proffered by the prosecution, in regard to the circumstances

in which the offence was committed. 

18. Appreciation of evidence:
  (offence u/s-302 of IPC) 

P.W.1,  Smti  Binu  Baruah,  informant-cum-mother  of  the

deceased Bipul Baruah, P.W.2, Sri Mihi Kanta Baruah and P.W.3, Smti.
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Marami Baruah, elder sister of the deceased Bipul Baruah, claim to be

the eye-witness of the occurrence in the instant case. 

19. Describing the incident, P.W.1 (the informant-cum-mother of

the deceased) stated that on the day of occurrence, at about 1:00 p.m.

(Saturday), while she had gone to the public well to fetch water, she saw

the accused person coming from his house with an iron rod at his hand

and penetrating the iron rod in the stomach of her son Bipul Baruah, who

was going to a nearby shop to buy articles. It is also in her evidence that

immediately, thereafter her injured son was first taken to Dhalpur Civil

Hospital by 108 Ambulance and from there to North Lakhimpur Civil

Hospital and the concerned Doctor referred him (injured) to Guwahati,

and on the way to Guwahati being his (injured) condition critical, was

admitted at Tezpur Mission Hospital,, where he died, during treatment.

She has proved the ejahar as Ext.1. 

During cross, P.W.1 has made it clear that she stated before

the police that accused person brought an iron rod from his house and

stabbed  it  in  the  abdomen  of  her  son.  She  has  denied  the  defence

suggestion that on the day of occurrence her son went in front of the

house of the accused person, and without any reasons made an altercation

with the accused person and thereafter assaulted the accused person with

that iron rod, as a result, accused person fell down, and her son also fell

down upon the iron rod and got injuries. She also denied the defence

suggestion that she did not see the incident.

20. P.W.2,  Sri  Mihi  Kanta  Baruah  (an  eye-witness)  of  the

incident, has fully corroborated the prosecution case by saying that on the

day of occurrence, he first resisted the altercation between the accused

person and Bipul Baruah (since deceased) when the accused person made

an attempt to assault Bipul Baruah with an iron rod. After a while, the

accused person inflicted blow in the stomach of Bipul Baruah with that
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iron rod and fled away from the place of occurrence. The injured Bipul

Baruah had died during treatment at Tezpur Mission Hospital, he added. 

During cross, P.W.2 has denied the defence suggestion that

he did not see the occurrence and the accused person did not cause injury

to deceased Bipul Baruah.

21. Smti.  Marami  Barua  (P.W.3),  sister  of  deceased  Bipul

Baruah  (another  eye-witness)  of  the  scene  of  the  occurrence,  who

accompanied  Bipul  Baruah  to  the  shop,  has  also  corroborated  the

prosecution  version,  who  categorically  stated  that  there  was  an

altercation  between  the  accused  person  and  Bipul  Baruah  (since

deceased),  and then,  the accused person penetrated an iron rod in the

stomach of  Bipul  Baruah,  who,  later  on,  had  died  at  Tezpur  Mission

Hospital, during his treatment.

During cross, P.W.3 stated that they had no water facilities in

their house, and as such, they had to fetch water from others.

22. Thus, P.W.1, P.W.2 and P.W.3 have consistently deposed that

on the day of occurrence, at about 12:00/1:00 p.m., they saw the accused

person penetrating an iron rod in the abdomen of Bipul Baruah, while

Bipul Baruah went to a nearby shop to buy goods, who, later on, had died

at  Tezpur  Mission  Hospital,  during  his  treatment.  All  these  3  (three)

witnesses remained unshaken, on the material portion of their evidence,

during their grilling cross-examination by the defence. On the other hand,

the fact that the accused person came from his house, taking an iron rod

in  his  hand  and  thereafter  inflicting  blow  with  that  iron  rod  in  the

abdomen of  Bipul  Baruah,  has  not  been contradicted  by the defence,

during their cross-examination. 

23. P.W.4,  Pranab  Baruah  (a  co-villager),  though not  an  eye-

witness of the occurrence, has fully corroborated the prosecution version,

who immediately after the occurrence going to the place of occurrence,
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saw the accused person fleeing away towards his house and also saw one

iron rod being penetrated in the abdomen of Bipul Baruah, who, later on,

had  died  at  Tezpur  Mission  Hospital  after  3  (three)  days,  during  his

treatment.

In cross, this witness made it clear that he pulled out the iron

rod from the stomach of Bipul Baruah

24. Medical evidence viz- a viz ocular evidence:

The description of the injuries inflicted upon the deceased

Bipul Baruah are very clear and vivid. It  has already been stated that

P.W.1,  P.W.2  and  P.W.3  deposed  that  accused  Sri  Mridul  Gogoi

penetrated an iron rod in the abdomen of Bipul Baruah, causing injury.

Thus, they have supported the testimony of P.W.5 (M/O), who found over

the dead body of Bipul Baruah -

Rigor mortis present, mid line surgical incision repaired and

suture material and B/C flanks wound seen. Surgical Anastomosis is seen

and suture material and multiple injury in mesentery. In cross, M/O has

made it clear that there was no any major injury on other parts of the

body of deceased, except the injury found in the abdomen. He (M/O) has

proved the postmortem examination report as Ext.3.

Considering the aforesaid evidence, it becomes quite clear

that P.W.1, P.W.2 and P.W.3 have given a true account of the object i.e.

iron rod used in commission of the offence by the accused  person and

way of inflicting injuries as well as the nature of injuries sustained by the

deceased. Thus, the evidence of this 3 (three) witnesses become much

more firm and cogent being supported by the medical evidence. 

Seizure of weapon of assault i.e. iron rod.

25. P.W.6 (I/O), stated that during investigation, he seized one

iron rod used by the accused person in commission of the offence. He has

proved the seizure list as Ext.2.
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P.W.2 and P.W.3  are  also  seizure  witnesses  in  connection

with this  case.  They have deposed that  accused person Mridul  Gogoi

penetrated an iron rod in the stomach of the deceased Bipul Baruah. They

have proved their signatures in the seizure list i.e. Ext.2 as Ext.2(1) and

Ext.2(2) respectively. So, the use of the iron rod by the accused person in

inflicting the stab- injury upon the deceased has been proved.

26. There  is  no  evidence  on  record  to  show that  prosecution

witnesses  had  previous  enmity  with  the  accused  person  to  falsely

implicate him in the commission of the crime.

27. Ld.  defence  Advocate  argued  that  there  was  first  an

altercation between the deceased and the accused person, and then the

deceased assaulted the accused person with an iron rod, as a result the

accused person fell down, and then the deceased also had fallen upon the

said iron rod and sustained injuries. For this incident accused lodged an

ejahar against the deceased. So, this is a false case against the accused

person. 

28. The accused person in his statement  recorded u/s-  313 of

Cr.P.C.  admitted  that  there  was  an  altercation  between  him  and  the

deceased,  and  then,  the  deceased  first  assaulted  him  (accused),  and

thereafter, how the iron rod was pushed in the stomach of the deceased,

he does not know.

In cross, I.O. (P.W.6) stated that in the cross case lodged by

the accused person against  the  deceased,  he  (I.O)  submitted  the  final

form. So, the submission of the final form by the I.O. (P.W.6) in the said

cross case clearly indicates that  the allegation brought by the accused

person against the deceased is false.

The present case is based upon the eye-witnesses account,

they are P.W.1, P.W.2 and P.W.3, who categorically stated that they saw

the accused person coming from his house with an iron rod in his hand,
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and thereafter penetrated the said rod in the abdomen of the deceased. So,

the  defence  Argument  that  the  present  case  is  false,  is  not  at  all

acceptable.

29. Ld.  defence  Advocate  also  argued that  since  P.W.1 is  the

mother, P.W.2 is the uncle and P.W.3 is the elder sister of the deceased

respectively,  so,  they  are  interested  witnesses,  and  as  such,  their

evidences cannot be relied upon.

30. From the case record,  it  is  seen that  P.W.1 is  the mother,

whether P.W.2 is uncle or not nowhere stated by this witness (P.W.2) and

P.W.3 is the elder sister respectively of the deceased Bipul Baruah. So

far,  as  the  related  witness  is  concerned,  it  is  well  established  that

relationship per-se does not make the evidence of any witness doubtful.

In this connection, a decided case reported in  2012 Crl. Law Journal

1208 (Anwar Ali and Others vs. State of Arunachal Pradesh) may be

referred, wherein the Hon’ble Apex Court held that it is settled principle

of  law that  merely  because  the  witness  is  a  relative  or  friend  of  the

deceased, it would not be sufficient ground to discard his contention. So,

applying this settled principle, it can be held in the circumstances of this

case, besides the evidence of other independent witnesses, the evidence

of P.W.1, P.W.2 and P.W.3, who are related to the deceased Bipul Baruah,

cannot  be  brushed  aside,  because  their  evidence  appears  to  be  quite

natural in all aspects.

31. It is noticed from the cross-examination of P.W.6 ((I/O) that

the defence has elicited some contradictions of P.W.1, P.W.2 and P.W.3

with their statements recorded u/s- 161 of Cr.P.C., which were, in fact,

not specifically suggested to them. In (2000)1 GLR 557 (Bidhan Nath

and others. Vs. State of Assam) the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court held

that over importance should not be attached to omissions, contradictions

and minor discrepancies which do not go to the root of the matter and
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shake  the  basic  version  of  the  prosecution.  In  the  instant  case,  as

discussed  above,  the  prosecution  has  laid  consistent  and  convincing

evidence  to  the  effect  that  the  accused  person  inflicted  blow  in  the

stomach of the deceased with an iron rod which was pulled out from the

abdomen  of  the  deceased  by  P.W.4.  So,  considering  all  this,  in  the

opinion of this Court, the contradictions cannot legally be accepted to be

either material omissions amounting to contradictions and as such, do not

render their evidence unreliable.

32. Situated thus, the act of causing the stab- injury with an iron

rod in the abdomen of Bipul Baruah, which is the vital part of human

body, who (injured) subsequently had died, during his medical treatment

and in the absence of evidence attracting any of the circumstances falling

within the exceptions to section 300 of the IPC, unmistakably proved the

definite intention on the part  of  the accused person to cause death of

Bipul Baruah, and as such, the offence squarely falls within the meaning

of the definition of ‘murder’ laid in Section 300 of IPC. Accordingly,

this Court finds and holds that the act of causing death of Bipul Baruah

was undoubtedly an act of culpable homicide amounting to murder and

punishable u/s- 302 of IPC.

33. There is no evidence on record to show that accused person

wrongfully restrained deceased Bipul  Barauh on his  way to  a  nearby

shop to buy goods. So, no offence u/s- 341 of IPC is made out in this

case.

34. In view of the above discussions and considering all aspects,

I hold that the prosecution has proved its case u/s- 302 of IPC against the

accused person beyond all reasonable doubts, but has failed to prove the

case u/s- 341 of IPC. Hence, I found the accused person guilty u/s- 302

of IPC and convict him under the said section of law and acquit him from

the offence u/s- 341 of IPC.
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35. I have heard the accused person on the point of sentence, as

per Section 235(2) of Cr.P.C.

36. Accused/convict submits that he has old mother, wife and

minor children to look after them. So, he prays to treat him leniently.

37. In view of the fact of cruelty of murder being committed on

an  innocent  man  on  his  way  to  a  nearby  shop  to  buy  goods,  in  the

considered opinion of this Court, the accused person does not deserve

leniency. Life imprisonment for murder is the rule and capital sentence is

the exception. In the facts and circumstances, the prosecution has proved,

beyond  reasonable  doubts,  in  the  instant  case,  in  the  opinion  of  this

Court, the extreme penalty of death of the convicted accused person is

not warranted. Accordingly, the accused person is sentenced to suffer the

imprisonment  for  LIFE  and to pay a  fine of  Rs.5,000/-  (Rupees  five

thousand) only, i/d to suffer S.I. for another 6(six) months u/s- 302 of

IPC.

38. The period of detention already undergone by the accused

person as UTP shall stand set-off, as per Sec.428 of Cr.P.C. 

39. The  accused/convict  is  also  informed  about  his  right  to

appeal before the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court.

40. The seized articles,  if  any,  be destroyed in  due course of

time.

41. Furnish a free copy of Judgment to the accused person.

42. From the  case  record,  it  is  seen  that  the  deceased  Bipul

Baruah was the only son of his mother Smti. Binu Baruah. At the time of

her statement recorded on 03.08.2015 as P.W.1, during trial, Smti. Binu

Baruah, who is the informant of this case, was about 55 years old. Due to

the death of her only son, Smti. Binu Baruah had broken down by heart

and  has  to  suffer  mental  agony.  So,  this  Court  feels  that  Smti.  Binu

Baruah  is  entitled  to  get  compensation  under  the  Assam  Victims
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Compensation Scheme. Therefore, the matter is referred to the D.L.S.A.

Authority, Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur for necessary action.

43. Send  a  copy  of  this  Judgment  to  the  District  Magistrate,

Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur in view of Sec.365 of Cr.P.C.

44. The case is disposed of accordingly.

           Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 23rd

day of September, 2019. 

                      (P.C. Kalita) 
              Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC),

                                   Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 
Dictated & Corrected by me: 

(P.C. Kalita) 
Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC), 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 

Transcribed & typed by me: 
 Sri  Manish Kumar (Steno) 
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A P P E N D I X: 

Prosecution witnesses: 
PW.1, Smti Binu Baruah, 
PW.2, Sri Mihi Kanta  Baruah, 
PW.3, Smti Marami Baruah,
PW.4, Sri Pramod Baruah,
PW5, Dr. Arup Rajbanshi, & 
PW.6, Sri Kangkan Mahanta.

Prosecution exhibits: 
Ext.1-ejahar
Ext.2- seizure list 
Ext.3- Post-mortem report 
Ext.4- sketch map 
Ext.5- charge sheet 

Defence  witnesses:
Nil. 

Defence exhibits:
Nil 

( P.C. Kalita) 
Addl. Sessions Judge, (F.T.C), 
Lakhimpur,  North  Lakhimpur.


